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Islamic law plays a crucial role in creating lines of demarcation 
between Islam and other religions. The laws that define contact be-
tween Muslims and non-Muslims are among the most important fac-
tors fashioning the nature of Islam. They determine whether it will be 
a closed religion, prescribing restrictive measures and limitations that 
constitute a barrier between it and other religions, or an open religion 
that, by virtue of its recognition of the value of other monotheistic re-
ligions, allows its adherents to maintain far-reaching ties with other 
monotheists. The Qur'an, by its very nature, provides a textual foun-
dation that enabled Muslim scholars to base either approach on it. 
They generally opted for the latter, more open approach. The rulings 
discussed below, concerning the acceptability of ritual slaughter per-
formed by ahl al-kitab and marital ties with them, attest that the gen-
eral orientation of medieval Sunnî law was one of openness toward 
and toleration of non-Muslim monotheists. 
1. Ritual Slaughter 
I. The Question oftasmiya 
Islamic law requires the utterance of the name of Allah (tasmiya) 
during ritual slaughter. ^ This obligation, which, as will be seen bel-
low, has its basis in the Qur'an, is fulfilled by reciting one of several 
* I am indebted to Camilla Adang and Meir Bar-Asher for their helpful comments 
on drafts of this article. 
• With the exception of Sháfí'i law, which does not require tasmiya (see p. 319, be-
low). 
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formulas, the main one being Bismillàh wa-Alláh akbar (in the name 
of Allah and Allah is great). ^ Legal scholars have discussed the obli-
gation of tasmiya during ritual slaughter extensively. The Hanafî au-
thor Abu al-La)^h al-Samarqandï (d. 373/983), for example, lists in 
his Fatâwà al-nawâzil two conditions for the permissibility of ritual 
slaughter: dhakàt (the slaughter of the animal in accordance with the 
physical procedure prescribed by Islamic law) and tasmiya. ^ 
Al-Samarqandl adds a further stipulation: the slaughterer must be 
someone who is fit for such a task - that is, someone intellectually ca-
pable of performing the slaughter as the law requires and of pro-
nouncing the tasmiya (ya 'qilu al-dhabh wa-al-tasmiya). ^ The 
tasmiya must be recited over the animal being slaughtered and not 
over the instrument being used to implement the slaughter, according 
to al-Samarqandï. ^ The significance of this distinction is that tasmiya 
must be uttered separately for each animal being slaughtered. A simi-
lar stipulation is implicit in a statement by the Hanbalï scholar Ibn 
Qudàma (d. 620/1223): if a person recites the name of Allah upon 
seeing a flock of sheep, and then takes a sheep fi-om the flock and 
slaughters it without tasmiya, the ritual slaughter is not acceptable. ^ 
Al-Marghinânï (d. 593/1196), in his Hidáya, refers to the Qur'ânic 
basis of the obligation of tasmiya, saying that "the tasmiya over the 
ritual slaughter is obligatory according to the [Qur'ânic] text" 
(al-tasmiya 'ala al-dhabîha shart bi-al-nass). ^ Al-Sarakhsï (d. 490/ 
1096) explains in Kitâb al-mabsüt that tasmiya directed solely to 
Allah is a condition for proper ritual slaughter. This condition is met 
only when the person who recites the tasmiya "believes in the unity of 
the All-powerful [God], or pretends to profess such [a belief]" 
(ya'taqidu tawhidahu jallat qudratuhu aw yuzhiru dhálika). ^  There-
fore, it may be fulfilled only by a Muslim or by a member of the ahl 
al-kitàb, not by a Zoroastrian. The latter believes in two supreme enti-
^ For various formulas of tasmiya see, for example, Samarqandï, Nawàzil, 234. 
3 Ibid., 233. 
4 Ibid., 228. 
5 Ibid, 233. 
6 Ibn Qudàma, Mughnï, 13, 291. 
^ Marghinanï, Hidàya, 4, 1445. The essential bond between the tasmiya and proper 
ritual slaughter is also mentioned in Sarakhsï, Mabsût, 11, 237. 
^ Sarakhsï, Mabsût, 11, 236. Those who pretend to believe in the unity of God (but 
who do not truly hold such a belief) are the Jews and the Christians (ibid., 237; see also 
Marghinanï, Hidâya, 4, 1445). 
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ties, says al-Sarakhsï, so that even if a Zoroastrian slaughterer were to 
utter tasmiya, this tasmiya would not be directed exclusively to Allah, 
and the meat of the animal slaughtered by him would therefore be 
prohibited. 
These and similar teachings indicate that Muslim legal scholars 
ascribe great importance to tasmiya during ritual slaughter. Neverthe-
less, under certain circumstances Islamic law does permit the con-
sumption of meat of an animal whose slaughter was unaccompanied 
by tasmiya. A case in point is when the slaughterer forgot to recite it. 
The accepted (albeit not sole) opinion among the Hanafis, Màlikïs, 
and Hanbalîs is that the ritual slaughter is not acceptable if the 
tasmiya was omitted deliberately {'amdan); if, however, the slaugh-
terer neglected it out of simple forgetfulness (nisyman), then the 
meat may be consumed. ^ The Sháfi^ 'ís are more lenient: they do not 
insist upon tasmiya during ritual slaughter, maintaining that observ-
ing it is voluntary. Consequently, they rule that the omission of 
tasmiya, whether intentionally or as a result of forgetfulness, does not 
affect the ritual slaughter. ^^  ibn Hazm, in contrast, holds that if the 
slaughterer omits the tasmiya for whatever reason then the animal 
must not be consumed. ^ ^  
The view that meat may be eaten even if the tasmiya was omitted 
during the ritual slaughter is reflected also in hadiths. One such hadith 
is a report from 'À'isha, the Prophet's wife, to the effect that she said 
to her husband: "Bedouin [aVâè] used to bring us meat, and we did 
not know whether or not they had recited the tasmiya [during its 
slaughter]", to which the Prophet replied: "You recite the tasmiya and 
eat [it]". 12 Other frequently cited hadiths, attributed to the Prophet 
^ For the Hanafí view see: Taháwí, Mukhtasar, 295; QudM, Mukhtasar, 110; the 
Màlikï view is to be found in Ibn Rushd, Bidâyat al-mujtahid, 1, 448; ftn al-'Arabï, 
Ahkâm, 2, 749ñ; and that of the Hanbalîs in iChiraqî, Mukhtasar, 209; and Ibn Qudama, 
Mughnî, 13, 290. The view that the slaughter is prohibited in both cases - forgetfulness 
or malicious intent - is also represented among the Hanbalîs, and this view is ascribed to 
Malik as well (Ibn Kathîr, Tafsîr, 2, 169). The opposite opinion, namely, that the slaugh-
ter is permitted in both cases, is also attributed to Malik (Qurtubî, 7, 57). 
'° Máwardí, aUHàwï al-kabïr, 15, 95; Baydâwî, Anwar, 1, 307. 
' ' Ibn Hazm, Muhallà, 7,412; Ibn Rushd, Bidâyat al-mujtahid, 1, 448. On the Zâhirî 
view regarding tasmiya see also Goldziher, The Zàhirîs, 72. Goldziher (pages 71-2) dis-
cusses the Qur^anic injunction to recite the name of Allah during the slaughter and the le-
niencies regarding this injunction. 
^^  Sarakhasî, Mabsût, 11, 236. For versions of this hadith, see: Dâraqutnî, Surtan, 4, 
296 (no. 99); Bayhaqî, Sunan, 9, 239. 
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and transmitted by his Companions al-Bara' b. ""Àzib and Abu 
Hurayra, express the idea that Allah's name exists within the heart of 
every Muslim (ism Allah Jiqalb hull Muslim), and that this existence 
of Allah's name in his heart suffices to validate the ritual slaughter by 
the Muslim in the event he omitted the tasmiya (aUMuslim yadhbah 
""ala ism Allah, sammà aw lam yusammi). ^^ The implication of this ar-
gument is that if the slaughterer unintentionally failed to pronounce 
the tasmiya, then the meat can still be consumed, provided that the 
slaughterer is a Muslim. However, Islamic law also permits Muslims 
to consume meat of an animal slaughtered by a non-Muslim: all four 
Sunnî legal schools maintain that the meat from slaughter performed 
by Jews or Christians is permitted to Muslims, "^^  even if the slaugh-
terer unintentionally failed to pronounced the tasmiya. ^ ^ What is the 
legal status of ritual slaughter performed by a person who pronounced 
the tasmiya but is neither a Muslim nor a member of the ahl al-kitàbl 
Al-Sarakhsî's rejection of the tasmiya by a Zoroastrian, noted above, 
demonstrates that slaughter by such an individual is invalid, and his 
tasmiya cannot change this. The same would apply also to a pagan or 
an apostate (murtadd). *^  
Thus, according to the four Sunnî schools of law, if the slaughterer 
is either a Muslim or a kitábl, then the meat may lawMly be eaten by 
a Muslim, even if the slaughterer unintentionally failed to pronounce 
the tasmiya. In contrast, the flesh of an animal slaughtered by a Zoro-
astrian or a pagan is not permitted to a Muslim even if the slaughter 
pronounced the tasmiya. A hadlth in this spirit is recorded in the 
Musannafhy 'Aba al-Razzáq al-San'ànï (d. 211/826): the Muslim is 
always mindfiil of Allah; therefore, if he performs ritual slaughter but 
forgets to utter the name of Allah, he may recite the name of Allah 
before eating and then eat. But the meat from slaughter by a Zoroas-
trian may not be eaten even if he has pronounced the name of Allah 
'^  Máwardí, al-Hâwî al-kabîr, 15, 95; Ibn Qudáma, Mughnï, 13, 258-9; Sarakhsï, 
Mabsüt, 11, 236; Bayhaqï, Sunan, 9,239-40; Dâraqutnï, Sunan, 4,295-6 (nos. 94, 96). 
^^ Tahâwï, Mukhtasar, 296; Sahnûn, Mudawwana, 1, 544, 545; Shâffî, Umm, 2, 
363; Khiraqî, Mukhtasar, 209. For restrictions of this permission see, for example, Ibn 
RusM, Bidâyat al-mujtahid, 1, 450ff. 
*^  Samarqandi, Nawazil, 234; Ibn Qudáma, Miighm, 13,311; Marghinânï, Hidâya, 4, 
1446. 
•^  For the prohibition against consuming the meat of animals slaughtered by Zoroas-
trians, pagans and apostates see Marghinânï, Hidâya, 4, 1445; Ibn Qudáma, Mughnï, 13, 
289, 296; Máwardí, al-Hâwî al-kabîr,15, 24. 
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over it. ^^  The slaughterer's faith, then, is of greater weight for the va-
lidity of the slaughter than his observance of tasmiya. 
The permission granted by Islamic law to consume meat of ani-
mals slaughtered by Jews or Christians results in concessions regard-
ing tasmiya that are more expansive than those connected with forget-
fulness. Before discussing these concessions, let us review the main 
Quf ánic verses relevant to tasmiya over ritual slaughter: ^^  
2 (aUBaqara): 173 "These things only has He forbidden you: car-
rion, blood, the flesh of swine, what has been hallowed to other than 
God..." 
5 (al-Má'ida): 3 "Forbidden to you are carrion, blood, the flesh of 
swine, what has been hallowed to other than God..." 
6 (al-An'âm): 118 "Eat of that over which God's name has been 
mentioned, if you believe in His signs". 
6 (al-An'àm): 121 "And eat not of that over which God's name 
has not been mentioned; it is ungodliness..." 
6 (al-An 'am): 145 "Say: 'I do not find, in what is revealed to me, 
aught forbidden to him who eats thereof except it be carrion, or blood 
outpoured, or the flesh of swine— t^hat is an abomination—or an un-
godly thing that has been hallowed to other than God..." 
Muslim commentators on the Qur'àn, and legal scholars, take 
these verses to refer to ritual slaughter. From Q 6:121 and sometimes 
Q 6:118, they conclude that tasmiya must be pronounced over the 
slaughter. However, from another Qur'ánic verse, 5 (al-Mâ'ida): 5, 
which reads, "Today the good things are permitted you, and the food 
of those who were given the Book is permitted to you...", they infer 
permission to consume meat from slaughter performed by Jews or 
Christians. This permission is incompatible with the ruling derived 
from Q 6:118 and Q 6:121 - namely, that tasmiya during the slaugh-
ter is a prerequisite for the permissibility of the meat. For while Jew-
ish halakhah requires the recitation over the slaughter of a blessing 
that includes the name of God, there is no Christian ruling in this re-
gard. Accordingly, Christians are likely to sell to Muslims meat of an 
'^  'Abd al-Razzáq, Musannaf, 4, no. 8539. 
^^  I follow Arberry's translation of the Qur'an throughout this article, and cite only 
those parts of the verses that are relevant to the discussion. 
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animal that was slaughtered without the utterance of tasmiya. To set-
tle this incompatibility, some commentators argue that the prohibition 
in Q 6:121 was abrogated by the permission in Q 5:5. ^^  This solution 
is in line with Islamic law: as noted above, all four Sunnî legal 
schools permit slaughter performed by Jews or Christians. In other 
words, Muslim scholars were bound to choose one of the two options 
provided by the Qur'ánic text. They could either insist that tasmiya 
during ritual slaughter is a stringent condition for the permissibility of 
the meat, thus prohibiting meat of an animal slaughtered by the ahl 
al-kitâb, or they could allow the meat of an animal slaughtered by the 
ahl al-kitâb (or by a Muslim who forgot the tasmiya), at the cost of 
far-reaching concessions regarding the requirement of tasmiya dit the 
time of the slaughter. They preferred the second option. 
It is noteworthy, for the sake of comparison, that among the Shï'îs 
the opposite view prevails - namely, that meat of an animal slaughtered 
by a Jew or a Christian is prohibited. This view arises from the attitude, 
dominant among the Shï'îs, that Jews and Christians (as well as other 
infidels) are impure, ^ o Consequently, an argument similar to that of 
al-Sarakhsî against the Zoroastrians - that their tasmiya is invalid be-
cause it is not intended for the one God - was raised by the Shï'î 
scholar Abu Ja'far al-Tùsï (d. 460/1067), sometime before al-Sarakhsï, 
against Christians and Jews. Their tasmiya is invalid, al-Tùsï main-
tained, because the god to whom they refer is not the true God. Since 
the tasmiya is a requirement for the permissibility of the meat, as ap-
pears from Q 2:173, the meat of an animal slaughtered by members of 
the ahl al-kitâb is not acceptable. Accordingly, the permission granted 
in Q 5:5 relates to the eating of grains (hubüb), not meat. ^^  In contrast 
to the Sunnï proclivity, then, al-Tusï favors the obligation of tasmiya 
over the permission to eat the meat of animals slaughtered by ahl 
al-kitâb. As noted, this view is predominant in Shï'ï Islam. ^^  
We have seen that the Sunnï legal scholars do not consider the ut-
terance of tasmiya during the slaughter essential; they hold that meat 
^^  Some commentators argue that 5:5 does not abrogate the prohibition in 6:121 but 
excludes from it slaughtering conducted by ahl al-kitâb (Ibn al-Jawzï, Zád al-masïr, 2, 
296 and 3, 115; Ibn Kathîr, Tafsîr, 2, 170; Tabarî, Tafsîr, 8, 21; Qurtubî, 6, 76; Bayhaqî, 
Sunan, 9, 282). 
20 Bar-Asher, 19. 
2^  Tûsï, Tibyàn, 3, 444; Bar-Asher, 21. 
22 Bar-Asher, 21. 
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may be eaten even if the slaughterer unintentionally failed to pro-
nounce the tasmiya, and they also permit the consumption of meat 
from an animal slaughtered by Christians, who do not engage in 
tasmiya. At the same time, the tasmiya is emphatically presented in 
legal works as a requirement for proper slaughter. In seeking the rea-
son for this dichotomy, al-Sarakhsî's explanation is helpful: "We 
were commanded to pronounce the tasmiya during ritual slaughter in 
order to act contrary to the polytheists (mukhalafatan li-al-mushrikm), 
for they utter the name of their gods at the time of ritual slaughter, and 
we are obliged to act contrary to them (mukhàlafatuhum wâjiba 
'alaynàr. 3^ The Màlikï commentator Ibn al-'Arabï (d. 543/1148) ex-
presses the same thought: the Arabs in the Jàhiliyya would regularly 
utter the names of their idols, and Allah abrogated this custom 
through the obligation to pronounce His name. 4^ Al-Sarakhsî and Ibn 
al~'Arabï explain, then, that by stressing the importance of the 
tasmiya, the legal scholars meant to counter a pagan practice. By so 
doing, they contributed to establishing a religious context with mono-
theistic and Islamic characteristics, intended to define the boundaries 
of Islam and distinguish it from the pagan world. Additional elements 
of this context can be identified. Some of them, like the tasmiya, be-
came an obligatory legal norm while others, whose observance is rec-
ommended, remained nonbinding. An example of the latter, also from 
the realm of ritual slaughter, is that the slaughterer should face Mecca 
and turn the animal's head in the same direction. The reason the law 
recommends the observance of this practice, according to the Hanafi 
legal scholar al-Kásání (d. 587/1191), was the pol3^heists' custom to 
turn themselves and the animals to be slaughtered toward their idols; 
acting in a contrary manner, by facing Mecca, is therefore desir-
able. 25 
Pronouncing the name of Allah alone expresses pure monotheism, 
hence its significance as a barrier between Islam and the world of 
idolaters. It is for this reason that the basmala (i.e., the formula bism 
Allah al-rahmàn al-rahîm [in the name of Allah, the Compassionate, 
the Merciful]) was apparently introduced by Muhammad as an intro-
ductory formula in written contracts between him and various tribes, 
23 Sarakhsî, Mabsût, 11, 238 (see also ibid., 228). 
24 Ibn al-'Arabî, Ahkâm, 2, 750. 
2^  Kâsânî, Badffi' al-sanâ'i\ 6, 271: see also Sarakhsî, Mabsüt, 12, 3. 
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and in other documents, as symbolizing the connection of every hu-
man activity with the hallowed name of Allah. 6^ The basmala soon 
spread to other spheres, and its recitation before every act became ac-
cepted practice, both in the ritual sphere and in mundane activities. ^^  
The importance that Muslims attribute to mentioning Allah's name is 
expressed by a tradition from the Prophet that "everything of impor-
tance that does not begin with the mention of the name of Allah is im-
perfect". 28 The great weight attached by legal scholars to the tasmiya 
during ritual slaughter should be seen within this context. Notwith-
standing the importance of tasmiya, the law instituted concessions in 
the form of rules that permit the consumption of meat of an animal 
slaughtered by those who are not meticulous in this respect. These 
concessions ensue, in part, from the Muslims' sense of religious af-
finity with the ahl al-kitab and their desire to legitimize this affinity 
by law. Such legitimization is obviously of far-reaching significance 
for everyday relations between Muslims and ahl al-kitab. 
In sum, the accentuated importance of the tasmiya during ritual 
slaughter, side by side with the granting of permission to eat from the 
slaughter performed by a monotheist who is not necessarily careñxl 
regarding this practice, came into being out of a dual desire by Mus-
lims: on the one hand to distinguish themselves from the polytheists, 
and on the other to allow a broad space for relations with members of 
the monotheistic faiths. 
But the permission to eat meat from an animal slaughtered by 
members of the ahl al-kitab entailed a problem more severe than 
omitting Allah's name - namely, the fear that another name, espe-
cially that of Jesus, might be pronounced during the slaughter. Eating 
meat from an animal over whose slaughter the name of a divinity 
other than Allah was recited is forbidden by the Qur'an (in three of 
the verses listed above). Similarly, according to three of the Sunn! 
schools (the Hanafi, the Shâfi'ï, and the Hanbalî), meat from an ani-
mal over which the name of Jesus was pronounced may not be eaten; 
this view is shared by Ibn Hazm. 9^ The Mâlikî view ranges from the 
^^  Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, II, s.v. "Bismillah" (Goldziher), 666-7. 
27 Ibid, 667-S. 
-^ Goldziher, The Zâhirïs, 71 (note 2). 
"^  The Hanafí view: Tahâwî, Mukhtasar, 296; Samarqandï, Tuhfat al-fuqahâ\ 3, 67; 
the Shàfi'î view: Umm, 2,' 363. The Shâfi'ï scholar al-Mâwardî (d. 450/1058) divides rit-
ual slaughter over which the name of Jesus was pronounced into two types. The first con-
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prohibition of such meat to disapproval (but not prohibition) of it. ^^  It 
is sometimes mentioned that this prohibition applies only if the Mus-
lim knows that the name of Jesus was recited over the ritual slaughter; 
if, however, he did not have positive knowledge of what the Christian 
slaughterer recited, then the meat is permitted, i^ Disapproval (rather 
than prohibition) of the consumption of meat from a slaughter over 
which a name other than Allah was recited is also attributed to Sufyan 
al-Thaurî (d. 161/777), Ibrahim al-Nakha'î (d. 97/715), 2^ 'Abd 
al-Razzáq, ^^  and others, while 'Ata' (probably b. Abî Rabbáh, d. 
114/732) and others are said to have permitted such meat. 4^ Both the 
followers of the permissive opinion and the disapprovers justify their 
opinion by the argument that in Q 5:5 Allah permitted the eating of 
meat from slaughter performed by members of the ahl al-kitáb even 
though He knew that they might recite a name other than His. Conse-
quently, such meat may be eaten, and its prohibition would amount to 
a rejection of this divine permission. 5^ 
In sum, a broad spectrum of opinions exists concerning slaughter 
performed by members of the ahl al-kitàb. The most stringent among 
them is the view prevalent among the Shï'ïs: meat from slaughter per-
formed by ahl al-kitab is not permitted, for their tasmiya is invalid. 
The Sunnïs, in contrast, accept the tasmiya of the ahl al-kitab and 
maintain that meat of animals slaughtered by them may be eaten by 
Muslims. Moreover, the Sunnïs permit meat from an animal slaugh-
tered by a Christian despite the uncertainty regarding the utterance of 
the tasmiya; they hold that slaughter by a Christian would be prohib-
ited only if the name of Jesus was uttered over it. An even more le-
gists of ritual slaughter in which the name of Jesus is mentioned but the intent is to refer 
to Allah. This type is permitted, albeit with disapproval. The second type is ritual slaugh-
ter with the actual intent to refer to Jesus, which has the status of pagan slaughter and is 
forbidden (Mâwardï, aUHâwîal-kabîr, 15,94). The Hanbalî view: Ibn Qudâma, Mughnî, 
13, 311-12; Ibn al-Jawzï, Zâd al-masîr, 2, 296; the Zâhirï view: Ibn Hazm, Muhallà, 7, 
411. 
^^ Sahnün, Mudawwana, 1, 536; Jassás, Ahkàm al-Qur'ân, 3, 321; Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, 
Istidhkâr,'15, 239 (no. 21736); Qurtubï,'6," 76. 
'^ Tahâwï, Mukhtasar, 296-1 \ Ibn Qudâma, Mughnî, 13, 312. 
^^  Jassás, Ahkâm al-Qur'ân, 3, 321. 
^^  'Abd al-Razzàq, Musannaf, 6, no. 10183. 
34 'Abd al-Razzáq, Musannaf, 6, nos. 10180, 10184; Ibn Qudâma, Mughnî, 13, 312; 
Qurtubî, 6, 76. 
3^  'Abd al-Razzáq, Musannaf, 6, no. 10177; Ibn al-'Arabï, Ahkàm, 2, 554; Ibn 
Qudâma, Mughnî, 13, 312; Jassás, Ahkâm al-Qur'ân, 3, 321. 
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nient view allows (although with disapproval) meat from an animal 
slaughtered by a Christian even if it is known that the name of Jesus 
was pronounced at the time of the slaughter. This opinion is found 
among the Malikis (alongside the prohibiting view) and is also attrib-
uted to several authorities from the first/seventh and second/eighth 
centuries. 
II. The Technical Procedure of Slaughter 
The tolerance of Sunnî Islamic law toward the ahl al-kitab is re-
flected in legal concessions not only regarding the tasmiya during rit-
ual slaughter, but also regarding the physical procedure of slaughter. 
Islamic law mandates that mammals and fowl require ritual slaughter 
before their meat is consumed (unless they were killed during hunt-
ing). The slaughter must be conducted in a specific manner, described 
in detail in the legal literature. The law stipulates which portion of the 
animal's throat is to be cut by the slaughterer. Perfect slaughter con-
sists of cutting the trachea, the esophagus, and the two veins in the 
neck. But imperfect slaughter (cutting the trachea, the esophagus, and 
one of the veins, or even just the trachea and the esophagus) is also 
acceptable, according to some scholars. ^^  All the authorities agree, 
however, that a failure to cut at least one of these four organs renders 
the slaughter invalid. The law also specifies the location of the cut on 
the animal's neck and the instrument required for performing the 
slaughter. ^^  
All four Sunn! schools permit eating meat from slaughter con-
ducted by Jews or Christians. How is the law declaring ritual slaugh-
ter acceptable only if conducted in accordance with the rules just 
mentioned to be reconciled with the permission to eat fi-om slaughter 
by members of the ahl al-kitàbl Here, again (as with tasmiya), a dis-
tinction needs to be drawn between Jews and Christians. Jewish reli-
gious law stipulates that ritual slaughter be conducted in accordance 
with physical rules similar to the Islamic requirements. Christians, by 
36 PQJ. various views on this question see Samarqandi, Tuhfat al-fuqahà\ 3, 68-9; 
Mâwardî, al-Hàwî al-kahîr, 15, 87-9; Ibn Qudàma, Mughnî, 13, 303-4. 
^'^ Mâwardî, al-Hâwf al-kabïr, 15, 70; Tahâwï, Mukhtasar, 295; Ibn Qudàma, 
Mughnî, 13, 301-2. 
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contrast, are not governed by rules concerning the manner of slaugh-
ter, so it cannot be determined if meat purchased from them has un-
dergone any process of ritual slaughtering and if so, what form this 
slaughter has taken. Despite the incompatibility between the obliga-
tion to slaughter in the legally mandated fashion, on the one hand, and 
the fact that Christians do not conduct any form of ritual slaughter, on 
the other. Islamic law does not forbid meat from an animal slaugh-
tered by a Christian, nor does it distinguish between slaughter con-
ducted by Christians and that by Jews; meat from an animal slaugh-
tered by any of the ahl al-kitab may be eaten by Muslims. The 
Egyptian Hanañ legal scholar Abu Ja'far al-Tahâwï (d. 321/933) 
states explicitly that Jews and Christians are equal in all matters per-
taining to slaughter. ^^  
While the legal literature devotes scant attention to the fact that 
some of the ahl al-kitab do not engage in proper ritual slaughter, Ibn 
al-'Arabï does refer, in his commentary on Q 5:5, to the far-reaching 
concession made by Islamic law of slaughter so as to sanction meat 
from an animal slaughtered by Christians. He relates that he was once 
asked whether a chicken cooked by a Christian, who had killed the 
fowl by wringing its neck (i.e., not in the manner prescribed by the 
law) was permissible. He replied in the affirmative, explaining that 
the meat of the chicken is the food of the Christian and of his reli-
gious authorities; although not considered by Muslims to have under-
gone proper slaughter, it may be consumed by them because Allah 
permitted the food of the ahl al-kitab in absolute fashion, so that 
whatever they permit is similarly sanctioned by Muslims, with certain 
exceptions specifically prohibited by Allah ^^  (such as the meat of 
those species of animals that may not be eaten by Muslims ^^). The 
^^  Tahâwï, Mukhtasar, 297. 
39 "Whatever they permit in their religion is permitted to us in our religion, except 
for those things [that they permit but] which Allah may He be praised prohibited" 
(wa-kull mayarawnàhu fidmihim fa-'innahu halal lanâfidîninà illa ma kadhdhabahum 
Allah subhànahu fihi) (Ibn al-'Arabï, Ahkâm, 2, 556). The opposite view - namely, that 
the meat of an animal killed by a kitàbf in a way other than slaughter is not permitted -
also appears in the edition I use of Ibn al-'Arabï's Ahkâm (2, 555). The text containing 
this view is missing, however, from one of the manuscripts on which this edition relies. 
This fact, in addition to the disagreement between this prohibitive view and Ibn 
al-'Arabï's statement, repeated at least twice (2, 554 and 556), that the food of ahl 
al-kitab was permitted absolutely, suggests that the prohibitive view does not reflect Ibn 
al-'Arabï's attitude, and that the text containing it is an interpolation. 
40 Qurtubï, 6, 76. 
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Muslims, then, preferred the acceptance of slaughter by the ahl 
al-kitab over uncompromising rules of ritual slaughter. 
2. Marriage "^^ 
The openness of Islam to the other monotheistic religions, as well 
as the limits of this openness, are also reflected in the law of mar-
riage. All four Sunnî legal schools are unanimous with regard to the 
following rulings: a Muslim man may marry a Christian or Jewish 
woman (albeit the legal scholars express disapproval of such un-
ions), "^2 but he may not wed a Zoroastrian or pagan woman; ^^  a Mus-
lim woman may only marry a Muslim man. ^"^ These rulings are based 
on both Qur'án and Hadlth, Q 2 (al-Baqara): 221 bars marriages with 
non-Muslims as follows: "Do not marry the mushrikat, until they be-
lieve; a believing slavegirl is better than a mushrika, though you may 
admire her. And do not marry the mushrikün, until they believe. A be-
lieving slave is better that a mushrik, though you may admire him". 
Commentators on the Qur'án who take the word mushrikat to indicate 
not only idolatresses but also Jewish and Christian women argue that 
the rule against marrying mushrikat is limited to non-monotheistic 
women by Q 5:5, which permits marrying women of the ahl 
al-kitab. ^^ In this way a Qur'ánic basis is provided both for the per-
mission granted to Muslim men to marry women of the ahl al-kitab 
(by Q 5:5), and for the prohibition against marital ties with polytheists 
(by Q 2:221). These rulings are supported in traditions such as the fol-
'^^ For an extensive discussion of interfaith marriages in Islam, the reader is referred 
to Yohanan Friedmann's Tolerance and Coercion in Islam (Ch. Five), which was pub-
Hshed after this paper was written. 
^'^ Hanafís: Taháwí, Mukhtasar, 178; Mâlikïs: Sahnün, Mudawwana, 2, 219; 
Shâfi'ïs: Shâfi'î, Umm, 5, 8 and 10; Hanbalïs: Ibn Qudâma, Mughnî, 9, 545-6. 
"^^ Hanafís: Samarqandî, Tuhfat al-fuqahà\ 2, 129; Mâlikïs: Sahnûn, Mudawwana, 
2, 220; Shàfi'îs: Mâwardï, al-Hâwï al-kabîr, 9, 255; Hanbalïs: Ibn Qudâma, Mughnî, 9, 
547-8. Ibn Hazm does allow Muslims to marry Zoroastrian women (Friedmann, Toler-
ance, 185-6). 
^ Hanafís: Sarakhsï, Mabsût, 5, 45; Mâlikïs: Sanùn, Mudawwana, 2, 212; Shâfî'ïs: 
Shâfî'ï, Umm, 5, 9; Hanbalïs: Ibn Qudâma, 'Umda, 97. 
"^^ Ibn Kathïr, Tafsîr, 2, 20; Tabarï, Tafsîr, 2, 376. Another interpretive method to 
limit the prohibition in Q 2:221 to non-monotheistic women employs the argument that 
the word mushrikat does not refer to women of the ahl al-kitab (Tabarï, Tafsîr, 2, 377). 
Arberry's translation of mushrikat by "idolatresses" reflects this view. 
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lowing, ascribed to the Prophet: "We shall marry the women of the 
ahl al-kitàb, but they shall not marry our women". ^^ Likewise, the 
Prophet's Companions, including Talha b. 'Abdallah, Hudhayfa b. 
al-Yamàn, and even the caliph 'Uthmán, reportedly took Christian or 
Jewish wives. ^'^ In contrast to the unanimity regarding these rulings, a 
disagreement exists concerning the marriage of a Muslim to a female 
slave of the ahl al-kitàb. Such unions are forbidden by the Malikïs, 
the Shàfi'ïs, and the Hanbalîs, whereas the Hanafîs and Ibn Hazm al-
low them. ^^ The following is a concise presentation of the reasoning 
employed by Muslim scholars to explain the rulings of marriage cited 
above. 
L The Permission to Marry a Woman of the Ahl al-Kitáb 
The law allows a Muslim to take a kitâbi wife but disapproves of 
this action; a Muslim wife is preferred. "^^ The reasons presented in 
connection with this ruling explain the disapproval rather than the 
permission. They fall into two categories: reasons expressing the con-
cern that non-Muslim women might be preferred over Muslim ones, 
and reasons reflecting fear of the harmful influence of these women, 
who might persuade their Muslim husbands and children to abandon 
their faith. A reason of the first type is recorded by al-Tabari (d. 
310/923) in his voluminous commentary on the Qur'án. He notes that 
the second caliph, 'Umar, objected to marriages with women of the 
ahl al-kitdb for fear that Muslims would refi^ ain from marrying Mus-
lim women, preferring others in their stead. 'Umar provided this ex-
46 Tabari, TafsTr, 2, 378. 
"^^ For example, Ibn al-Jawzî, Zàd al-masïr, 2,296-7; Taban, Tafsïr, 2, 377; Bayhaqï, 
Sunan, 7, 172. See also Friedmann, Tolerance, 181. There are many other traditions re-
garding both the prohibition against Muslim women marrying non-Muslims and the per-
mission to marry women of the ahl al-kitàb (for example, Bayhaqï, Sunan, 7, 172; ""Abd 
al-Razzáq, Musannaf, 6, nos. 10058 and 10082). 
4^  Mâlikîs: Sahnûn, Mudawwana, 2, 219; Sháfi'ís: Shâfi'ï, Umm, 5, 8-9; Hanbalîs: 
Ibn Qudáma, Mughnï, 9, 554; Hanafís: Qudürí, Mukhtasar, 11\ Ibn Hazm: Muhallâ, 9, 
443. 
'^ ^ For disapproval of marriage to a kitàbï woman see: Hanafís: Samarqandï, 
Nawàzil, 126; Mâlikîs: Sahnùn, Mudawwana, 2, 219; Shâfi'îs: Sháfí'í, Umm, 5, 10; 
Hanbalîs: Ibn Qudâma, Mughnï, 9, 546. For hadiïhs implying that a Muslim should 
marry a woman from the ahl al-kitàb only when there is no other alternative: Sháfí'í, 
Umm, 5, 10 (also in Bayhaqï, Sunan, 7, 172). 
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planation for his demand that Talha and Hudhayfa divorce the kitâbï 
wives they had taken. ^^  According to other traditions, it was feared 
that free kitâbï women would be more attractive than Muslim female 
slaves. The tendency of Muslim men to prefer free non-Muslim 
women over Muslim female slaves is mentioned in the commentaries 
on Q 2:221 : "... a believing slavegirl is better than a mushrika..'\ An 
elaboration on the occasions of revelation (asbàb aUnuzül) of this 
verse has it that during the time of the Prophet, Muslim men wanted 
to marry non-Muslim women (mushrikàt, which by majority opinion 
refers here to both idolatresses and women of the ahl al-kitab) be-
cause of their rank. This accounts for the revelation of the verse, with 
its advocacy of the Muslim female slave over a mushrika. ^^ Conceiv-
ably, however, this reason for the disapproval is not genuine, but 
rather reflects the need to explain the Qur'ànic verse. 
The reasons in the second category ascribe the disapproval to the 
fear of the foreign influences the non-Muslim wife was liable to exert 
upon her Muslim husband and their children. Such influences could 
result in these Muslims violating the prohibitions of their faith and 
might even lead to assimilation. Malik explains his objection to mar-
riage with a Christian woman thus: she eats pork and drinks wine, her 
husband engages in marital relations with her while these forbidden 
foods are in her mouth, she bears him children and feeds them in ac-
cordance with her religion, and she feeds her husband forbidden 
foods and gives him wine to drink. ^^  
The fact that Islamic law permitted Muslims to marry Christian or 
Jewish women despite the danger of foreign influence inherent in 
such marriages, reveals a considerable measure of tolerance of the ahl 
aUkitáb. 
5^  Tabarî, Tafsîr, 2, 378. See also Ibn Kathïr, Tafsîr, 1, 257. 
^^  Ibn al-Jawzî, Zàd al-masír, I, 245-6. 
^^  Sahnûn, Mudawwana, 2, 219. For the fear of assimilation among the heretics as a 
result of marriage to a non-Muslim woman see Ibn Qudàma, Mughnî, 9, 546; Baydâwî, 
Anwar, 1, 204. 
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II. The Prohibition against a Muslim Woman Marrying a 
Non-Muslim 
A reason for prohibiting the marriage of Muslim women to 
non-Muslims is presented in the following tradition attributed to Ibn 
'Abbas, and bases on a Qur'ànic verse: "Allah may He be great and ma-
jestic sent Muhammad peace be upon him with the [religion of] truth 
that He may upUft it above every religion; ^ ^ our reUgion is the best of re-
ligions, and our faith is above [other] faiths; and [therefore there is no 
fault in] our men being over their women, but their men may not be over 
our women". "^^  A well-known dictum attributed to the Prophet clarifies 
Ibn ''Abbas' teaching: "Islam is supreme, and there is none that surpasses 
it" (aUIslam ya'lü wa-lâyu'lâ), ^ ^ A key to the comprehension of this ar-
gument is the premise in Islamic law of the superiority of the husband 
over his wife, and its view of the relationship between them in certain as-
pects as similar to that between master and slave. Ibn Hazm illustrates 
this similarity when he includes the following two prohibitions in a sin-
gle sentence: it is definitely forbidden for a Muslim woman to marry a 
non-Muslim, and it is forbidden for an infidel to be the master of a Mus-
lim male slave or a Muslim female slave. ^ ^ Were a union between a 
Muslim woman and a non-Muslim man to be permitted, a situation 
would result in which an infidel husband would enjoy a superior position 
in relation to his Muslim wife, rendering Islam inferior to the other reh-
gion. Such a set of circumstances must be prevented, for Islam must re-
tain its supremacy over all other religions. This was explicitly said by Ibn 
Taymiyya (d. 728/1327): "Allah permitted Muslims to marry [women of 
the] ahl aUkitab, but the ahl aUkitab may not marry their (i.e., the Mus-
lims') women, because marriage is a type of slavery (li-'anna aUnikah 
naw' riqq) ... and He permitted a Muslim man to enslave (an yastariqqa) 
an infidel woman but did not permit an infidel man to enslave a Muslim 
woman, because Islam has supremacy and shall not be surpassed 
(li-anna al-Islam ya'lü wa4à yu'là 'alayhi), just as He permitted the 
Muslim to own an infidel slave but did not permit an infidel to own a 
Muslim slave". ^^  
3^ A paraphrase of 9 (al-Tawba): 33; 48 (al-Fath): 28; and 61 (al-Sqff): 9. 
^^ Bayhaqï, Sunan, 7, 172. 
^^  Sarakhsi, Mabsüt, 5, 45. 
^^  Ibn Hazm, Muhalla, 9, 449, mentioned by Friedmann in Tolerance, 162-3. 
^^  Ibn Ta5miiyya, Fatâwà, 32, 184-5, cited by Friedmann in Tolerance, 162. 
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In addition to the blow it represents to the supremacy of Islam, the 
marriage of a Muslim woman to a non-Muslim man also entails dan-
ger: the husband, who controls the wife, is liable to lead her to the de-
nial of Islam by the great influence he wields as a result of his domi-
nance over her. Since a wife has no similar control over her husband, 
the religious influence of a non-Muslim wife over her Muslim hus-
band is less dangerous. ^^  
III. The Prohibition against a Muslim Man Marrying a Kitâbî 
Female Slave 
The reasons for prohibiting the marriage of a Muslim man to a 
toâèf female slave (which is based on Q 4 [aUNisâ']:25) include: (1) 
a Mâèf female slave is deficient in two aspects: she is an infidel and 
she is owned (by her master); the combination of these two defects 
places a woman on a level too low to render her a proper wife for a 
Muslim; ^^  (2) the fear of a Muslim becoming inferior to the adherent 
of another religion. Marriage between a Muslim man and a kitâbî fe-
male slave whose master is kitâbî could result is such inferiority, for 
the child bom to a female slave becomes the property of her master. 
The Muslim child of a kitâbî female slave and her Muslim husband 
would thus become the slave of her kitâbî master. The rule against 
marriages between Muslim men and kitâbî female slaves is meant to 
prevent such a situation. ^^  
IV. The Prohibition against Marrying a Zoroastrian Woman 
The prohibition against marrying Zoroastrian women is explained 
by the fact that the Zoroastrians have no scripture, or they have only a 
"pseudo-scripture" (shubhat kitâb). They are therefore not included in 
the ahl al-kitâb, whose scriptures confer a special standing upon 
them, by virtue of which Muslims may marry their women. ^^  
5« Ibn al-'Arabî, ^Mâm, 1, 158. 
^^  Ibn Qudàma, Mughnï, 9, 554-5. 
60 Ibid., 554; 'Adawî, Hàshiya, 2, 53. 
6> Ibn Qudâma, Miighnî, 9, 547-8. 
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Conclusion 
The laws governing ritual slaughter by non-Muslims, and marital 
ties with them, were formulated in an attempt to erect a barrier be-
tween Islam and the non-monotheistic religions, on the one hand, 
while allowing a degree of contact between Muslims and ahl al-kitab, 
on the other. The desire to separate Muslims from non-monotheists is 
demonstrated by the prohibition against consuming meat from ani-
mals slaughtered by them and against marrying their women. The 
contacts allowed by Islamic law between Muslims and ahl al-kitab 
are dictated by two opposing motives: the desire to maintain ties with 
ahl al-kitab in various realms, and a wish to avoid the danger inherent 
in too close a proximity. The desire to permit ties with members of 
the ahl al-kitab - despite polemics against them, and despite the re-
strictions and humiliations the Islamic state imposes on its Jewish and 
Christians subjects - derives from the esteem in which they are held 
by Muslims. This admiring attitude is expressed, inter alia, in the 
Muslims' generally high regard for the religious literature of the ahl 
al-kitab. ^^ The esteem for the ahl al-kitab, and the consequent ten-
dency to permit Muslims to maintain various sorts of ties with them, 
is countered by an awareness of the danger to the Islamic framework 
posed by these connections. Influenced by these conflicting orienta-
tions, the legal scholars permit ties with the ahl al-kitab whenever 
they do not anticipate a threat from such ties. But when there is any 
fear that a connection with a non-Muslim would endanger the Mus-
lim's faith or cause any harm to the overarching Islamic framework, 
such a connection is prohibited. In the law of ritual slaughter, we have 
seen that Muslim jurists generally permit the consumption of meat 
from an animal slaughtered by members of the ahl al-kitab, even in 
the event that the name of Allah was not recited during the slaughter; 
but the decisive majority of these authorities prohibit meat from an 
animal slaughtered by a Christian who recites the name of Jesus over 
the slaughter. In other words, the line dividing the permitted from the 
prohibited is drawn at the point beyond which clearly Christian ele-
ments enter the picture: permitting meat from an animal slaughtered 
when Jesus' name was uttered would have led to a perilous blurring 
of the line separating Islam from Christianity. A similar logic can be 
^^  Kister, "Haddithü 'an banî isrá'íla wa-lá baraja". 
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discerned in the marriage law: the permitted becomes forbidden when 
a permission might result in the Muslim's inferiority to a kitábf 
spouse. A kitábí woman is inferior to her Muslim husband, therefore 
such a union is permitted; a kitábí husband would be superior to his 
Muslim wife, and such a marriage is thus prohibited. This is also one 
of the reasons Muslim jurists bar the marriage of a Muslim man to a 
Aitôèf female slave: their joint, Muslim children run the risk of being 
enslaved by their mother's kitábímastQV. The rule against any marital 
relationship in which the Muslim is inferior derives not only from the 
resulting humiliation to Islam but also, and perhaps mainly, from the 
danger of assimilation inherent in such inferiority, a danger arising 
from the greater exposure to religious influences from the stronger 
side. 
To sum up, the material examined in this article demonstrates that 
Sunni Islamic law generally tends toward leniency as regards Jews 
and Christians. The permission to eat meat from slaughter by mem-
bers of these faiths, and to marry their daughters, provided an opening 
for Mnslim-ahl al-kitáb relations in extremely important realms. This 
lenient attitude reflects a desire to draw closer to the ahl al-kitáb, 
based on the high regard with which these religions and their sacred 
texts were held by Muslims at an early stage in the history of Islam. 
The line between permitted and forbidden relations was set at the 
point beyond which Islamic law foresaw danger for Islam. The 
greater the security felt by Islam, the less the fear of maintaining ties 
with non-Muslims and of the possible influence upon Muslims ensu-
ing from such ties. It would seem that some of the factors underlying 
the preference of Sunnî Islamic law for the more lenient orientations, 
which allowed significant ties with the ahl al-kitáb, are founded in the 
sense of confidence in the Islamic framework, a sense that derived in 
no small degree from the political power of the early Islamic empire. 
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ABSTRACT 
How have Muslim scholars viewed followers of other religions, mainly ahl 
aUkitàh (the People of the Book, i.e., Jews and Christians)? Islamic laws in two 
areas - slaughter and marriage - reflect both an attempt to separate Muslims 
from non-monotheists (demonstrated by rules against consuming meat from ani-
mals slaughtered by non-monotheists and against marrying their women), and 
the permissibility of contact between Muslims and ahl al-kitàb. The extent of 
these contacts is dictated by two opposing motives: the desire to maintain ties 
with ahl al-kitàb, and a wish to avoid the danger to the Islamic framework posed 
by these ties. Consequently, Muslim jurists generally permit meat from slaugh-
ter by ahl al-kitàb - even when the obligation to mention the name of Allah has 
not been fiilfilled - but most jurists prohibit meat from an animal slaughtered by 
a Christian who recites the name of Jesus over the slaughter. Similarly, the mar-
riage law, which allows certain kinds of marriage between Muslims and ahl 
al-kitàb, prohibits marriages that result in the inferiority of the Muslim to a 
kitàbf spouse, for such inferiority carries with it the danger of assimilation. 
RESUMEN 
¿Cómo veían los ulémas musulmanes a los seguidores de otras religiones, 
especialmente a los ahl al-kitüb (las gentes del Libro, es decir, los judíos y cris-
tianos)? Las leyes islámicas, en dos áreas concretas - el sacrificio ritual y el ma-
trimonio -, reflejan al tiempo el intento por separar a los musulmanes de los no 
monoteístas (como muestran las regulaciones en contra de consumir la carne de 
animales sacrificados por los no monoteístas y en contra de casarse con sus mu-
jeres) y la permisibilidad del contacto entre los musulmanes y los ahl al-kitñb. 
Estos contactos respondían a dos motivos contradictorios: el deseo de mantener 
vínculos con los ahl al-kitàb, y el deseo de evitar el peligro que tales vínculos 
podían representar. En consecuencia, los juristas musulmanes, en general, per-
mitían consumir carme de animales sacrificados por los ahl al-kitàb - incluso 
cuando no se había seguido la obligación de mencionar el nombre de Allah -, 
pero la mayoria de los juristas prohibía consumir carne de animales sacrificados 
por un cristiano que hubiese recitado el nombre de Jesús durante el sacrificio. 
Igualmente, el derecho matrimonial, que permite ciertos tipos de matrimonio en-
tre los musulmanes y los ahl al-kitàb, prohibe aquellos casamientos que tengan 
como resultado la inferioridad del cónyuge musulmán con respecto al cónyuge 
kitàbî, pues tal inferioridad trae consigo el peligro de asimilación. 
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